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Motivation

Formulate bulk reconstruction as a precise 
mathematical problem, soluble by a definite 
procedure in the 1/N expansion.

Finite N?  Black holes?

Suppose the CFT is exactly soluble.



For example AdS2 / CFT1 with

massless bulk scalar

single-trace dimension-1 primary

At infinite N the CFT only has 2-point functions.  
Express free bulk field in terms of   .

Pretty easy:
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What about interactions?
Various approaches have been developed.
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I'll focus on bulk locality (microcausality).
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Something's wrong,
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What to do?  Set � =
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Math problem: choose an's to restore locality.
Claim: soluble in 1/N expansion.  For example

in AdS2 / CFT1 with         operators� = 1
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Recovering bulk e.o.m.?
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Stick r.h.s. in a 3-point function.
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Product of two bulk - boundary correlators!
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Generalizes to

bulk scalars coupled to gauge fields

scalars in higher dimensions, arbitrary masses

bulk scalars coupled to gravity

recover ⇤� ⇠ Aµ@µ�

recover ⇤� ⇠ hµ⌫@µ@⌫�



Ambiguities in reconstruction?

Bulk side: free to make local field redefinitions

CFT side: free to add operators which preserve 
desired analyticity at spacelike separation

Banks

These ambiguities are in 1:1 correspondence.



For example consider the field redefinition
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From the bulk point of view this is a field 
redefinition which is invisible at the boundary.

How does this look from the CFT?
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suppose we've reconstructed

this e.o.m. from the CFT

a redefinition of the CFT operator

which preserves analyticity...

...but reconstructs a different e.o.m.
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Finite N and black holes
At finite N microcausality should break down: the 
CFT doesn't have enough d.o.f. to build local bulk 
fields.  A simple context where we can see this 
happening in a 2-point function is an AdS-
Schwarzschild black hole.

As the bulk point approaches the future horizon 
the smearing extends to          and becomes 
sensitive to the late-time behavior of CFT 
correlators.



This is problematic.  At finite entropy a correlator 
can't go below the generic inner product of two 
normalized vectors.

So a finite-N correlator should look like

Dyson, Lindesay, Susskind

t
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A simple cure is to cut off the smearing 
function at          .  Seems ad hoc, but one 
consequence is finite energy resolution.
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This lets us recover a smooth bulk geometry, 
perhaps as an average over microstates.

The price to be paid is a failure of bulk locality, 
with commutators at spacelike separation ⇠ e�N2

Kabat & Lifschytz,

Papadodimas & Raju

(no firewalls?)



Open problems

What happens at O(1/N2)?

Locality in 4-point functions => constraints 
on spectrum?

Bulk loops and renormalization?

Precise statements at finite N?

Heemskerk et al.

The cutoff procedure is a bit ad hoc.

Is there a guiding principle we can use?


